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Abstract 

We generalize a new concept of local correction of nonlinearities due to multi pole content by 
giving it a mathematical description. We present a general method which allows for a general 

reduction of all the distortions produced by a given set of multi pole errors. The method can be 

applied to correct an arbitrary distribution of the errors in any transport system, such as transport 

lines, linacs,synchrotrons and storage rings . 
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For reasons of stability and reliability, predominantly linear motion is required 

In a long beam transport system. In this linear motion, particle trajectories lie 

on ellipses in position-momentum phase space. Nonlinear motion due to multi pole 

fields changes these trajectories in both amplitude and phase, distorting the phase 

space and causing instability on short or long time scales [1, 2]. Therefore, one 

must correct the nonlinear effects of the multipole content present in the various 

elements of the system. A common correction technique for short optical systems 

(mass spectrometers or electron microscopes) is to identify a few key distortions 

and insert lumped correctors specifically designed to eliminate those. However, in 

long periodic transport systems, nonlinear effects can accumulate either coherently 

or noncoherently over repeated cells and a large number of distortions can affect 

the beam. Hence the nonlinear effects cannot be cancelled by a lumped correction 

scheme without either a prohibitively large number of correctors or undesirable 

high order effects due to large corrector strengths. In this paper, we present a new 

method of locally correcting nonlinearities in each transport cell in a way which 

reduces all nonlinear effects due to a given multi pole content. 

Figure 1 shows schematically a cell of a periodic transport system. Regions 1 

and 3 are linear focussing or defocus sing elements. Region 2 between those elements 

contains an arbitrary transport element with significant multipole content. The 

linear motion is represented by a Hamiltonian H(s) which has two parts: a s

independent part Ho which controls the motion in region 2 and an additional s

dependent part U(s) which differs from Ho in the focussing regions 1 and 3. 

H(s) = Ho + U(s), (1) 

Let us assume that the Hamiltonian is modified by a multipole represented by 

a term e(s)W, where e(s) is the known multipole distribution throughout region 2, 
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and W is the Hamiltonian perturbation due to that multi pole. We counteract its 

effect with a corrector distribution c( s) of the same multi pole. The trivial correction 

solution is given by 

c(s) = -e(s). (2) 

We refer to this solution as "local" correction; it is not practical in general. Instead, 

we derive conditions on c(s) which achieves a close approximation to Eq.(2). 

In region 2, the motion is governed by the Hamiltonian K( s): 

K(s) = Ho + (e(s) + c(s))w. (3) 

Following Dragt 's notation for the Lie operators [3Jparametrizing a beam transport , 

we can write a map M which transforms any function of phase space from the 

beginning of region 2 at s = 0 to its end at s = L. To second order order in W, M 

is given by [4J: 

L b 

M = exp(: W2 :)exp(: WI :)exp(: -LHo :) ... , 

L 

wI = j exp(: -sHo :) (e(s) + c(s)) Wds. 

o 

(4a) 

( 4b) 

W2 = ~j j[exp(: -aHo :)(e(a) + c(a))W,exp(: -bHo :)(e(b) + c(b))WJ db da. 

o 0 

vVe expand the function WI in powers of the Lie operator Ho: 

~ F. : -Ho:n W 
WI = ~ n n! 

n=O 

L 

Fn = j(e(s) + c(s)) snds 

o 

( 4c) 

(5a) 

(5b) 

The Fn are the nth moments ofthe total multi pole distribution in region 2. We call a 
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system that sets all Fn to zero for n ::; m - 1 a m-parameter quasi-local correction 

system. We re-emphasize the underlying assumptions behind this approach and 

contrast it with "lumped" correction. The region 2 in which errors are cancelled is 

a constant unperturbed Hamiltonian (Ho) region; this is essential if the expansion 

of equation (5a) is to be valid. We have also implicitly assumed that the form 

factors: -Ho:n Ware well-behaved as n increases; this is generally valid where 

Ho is either a drift or a bend. 

An important advantage of quasi-local correction is that its ability to reduce 

the multi pole distortions is not affected by deviations in the focussing potential 

U( s) . By contrast, lumped correction uses correctors which are far from the cor

rected multipole content (i.e. separated by one focussing regions) to eliminate a few 

distortions. Their strengths are dependent on U(s); changes in in U(s) can greatly 

deteriorate the correction. This sensitivity is greatly increased as the length of the 

beam transport and the number of nontrivial nonlinear effects increases. 

In practice c( s) will consist of short elements and in the examples presented 

below they are represented by zero length correctors of integrated strength Ci at 

locations Si: 
m 

c(s) = L Ci"(S - Si). (6) 
i=l 

All the examples use a simple FODO cell with six sector bends per half cell. We 

display results for three types of errors in the bends: normal sextupole, normal 

octupole and normal decapole (b2 , b3, and b4 respectively). The results are indicative 

of the type of correction achievable by quasi-local correction. 

In the first example, we consider a constant e( s) = Eo III regIOn 2. For m 

correctors equally spaced from s = 0 to s = L, the weights Ci are given by the 

Newton-Cotes [5](NC) integration strengths. For m = 3 we obtain the Simpson's 
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Rule values (CI = C3 = -~Eo ; C2 = -4tEo ), as shown in Figure 2. To compare 

the various configurations, we use a norm for the Lie polynomials WI and W2 of the 

full cell [6J. The uncorrected configuration has norm one. In table 1, a dramatic 

improvement is obtained in going from m = 2 to m = 3. In general, one obtains one 

extra order of accuracy from symmetry when m is odd and c( s) is constant (or sym

metric about s = L/2) in a NC geometry. Also, to show the dependence on proper 

selection of the corrector strengths, we display the results of a three-point equal

weight scheme. Improvement is also obtained in the second order nonlinearities W2, 

which occurs because the methods are quasi-local. 

The case m = 2 corresponds to placing the correctors near the focussing el

ements, which has previously been the usual practice. The case m = 3 adds a 

corrector at the center of the transport cell and provide great improvements over 

previous methods [7,8, 9J. 

If the focussing potential U(s) nearly commutes with the potential W, it is 

possible to use m - 1 actual correctors and obtain an m-parameter NC correction 

by combining the last corrector of one constant H 0 region with the first one of the 

following region. This can be extended to any distribution of errors and correctors 

provided that a corrector is very near the focussing region. In practice, W nearly 

commutes if U(s) represents a sufficiently thin quadrupole. 

In the second example [table 2], we consider again a constant e(s) but optimize 

the locations as well as the strengths of the correctors. In this case the weights Cj 

and the positions Sj are given by Gaussian Quadrature (GQ) values [5J. Choosing 

the positions Sj to zero extra moments is not always feasible; however the possibility 

of optimizing these positions should be considered. For the same m, the GQ method 

is better in our example than the corresponding NC configuration. This is not a 

general result; it depends on the nature of the cell and its errors. 
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In the previous examples, the case e(s) = Eo was used. The method is easily 

extended to include e(s) varying throughout region 2 with similar improvements in 

linearity. For example [see figure 3], we consider a region with six independent errors 

which are corrected by an equally spaced arrangement. The optimal strengths for 

the correction are: 

L 
C1 = -( -83ej - 4le2 - lle3 + 7e4 + 13e5 + 7e6), 

648 
(7a) 

(7b) 

(7c) 

If all ej are equal, we regain the NC formula. Statistical computation and tracking 

results confirm the validity of this correction [10] . 

If e( s) varies from cell to cell, the strengths Cj should also vary from cell-to-cell. 

However if a GQ-like algorithm is employed, the corrector locations must also vary 

from cell-to-cell. That may be impractical in a repeating cell structure. 

We have outlined an extremely powerful method of quasi-local correction of 

multipole content in a long transport system. The method uses discrete correctors 

powered so as to locally cancel the lowest-order moments of that multi pole content. 

In the simplest case of constant multi pole fields, the solutions can be expressed in 

terms of finite-point integration formulae. The full method can provide enormous 

reduction in all nonlinear effects, and in all orders . 

We acknowledge stimulating discussions with J. M. Peterson, P. Channell, R. 

Talman and A. Chao. 
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